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Global Trends in 2025 will 

inform learning & learning 

spaces – so let’s digress. 





Global Trends 2025:

A Transformed World

Global Trends 2025 is the fourth 

instalment in the National 

Intelligence Council’s effort to 

identify key drivers and 

developments likely to shape 

world events a decade

or more in the future.



The international system, as 

constructed following the 

Second World War, will be 

almost unrecognizable by 2025 

owing to the rise of emerging 

powers and a globalizing 

economy.



The relative power of various 

non-state actors, including 

businesses, tribes, religious 

organizations, and criminal 

networks, is increasing.



Although the United States is 

likely to remain the single most 

powerful actor, the United 

States’ relative strength, even 

in the military realm, will 

decline and US leverage will 

become more constrained.



In terms of size, speed, and 

directional flow, the transfer 

of global wealth and economic 

power now under way, roughly 

from West to East, is without 

precedent in modern history.



China is poised to have more 

impact on the world over the 

next 20 years than any other 

country. It could be the largest 

importer of natural resources 

and the biggest polluter.



Asia, Africa, and Latin America 

will account for virtually all 

population growth over the next 

20 years.



The US will be a partial 

exception to the aging of 

populations in the developed 

world because it will experience 

higher birth rates and more 

immigration. 



The number of migrants seeking 

to move from disadvantaged to 

relatively privileged countries 

is likely to increase.



The World Bank estimates that 

demand for food will rise by 50% 

by 2030, as a result of growing 

world population, rising 

affluence, and the shift to 

Western dietary preferences by a 

larger middle class.



Lack of access to stable 

supplies of water is reaching 

critical proportions, 

particularly for agricultural 

purposes, and the problem 

will worsen because of rapid 

urbanization worldwide and 

the roughly 1.2 billion 

persons to be added over the 

next 20 years.



Climate change is expected to 

exacerbate resource scarcities. 

Although the impact of climate

change will vary by region, a 

number of regions will begin to 

suffer harmful effects, 

particularly water scarcity and 

loss of agricultural production.



New technologies could again 

provide solutions, such as 

viable alternatives to fossil 

fuels or means to overcome food 

and water constraints. New 

energy technologies probably 

will not be commercially viable 

and widespread by 2025. 



The pace of technological 

innovation will be key.



Terrorism, proliferation, and 

conflict will remain key 

concerns even as resource issues 

move up on the international 

agenda. 



The above trends suggest major 

discontinuities, shocks, and 

surprises. 

Examples include nuclear weapons 

use or a pandemic.



Back to education



What does it take 

to change?



in a nutshell



vision



intuition



action



resolve



1. 

We need to accelerate 
change within schools 

otherwise educators will 
constantly lag behind 

technology



2. 

In talking about 
technology in schools, 
pedagogy needs to be the 
focus and technology the 
tool



3. 

It is possible to change 

an entire institution –

we just need vision and 

professional creativity, 

resolve and development



Why change?



John Dewey

If we teach today as 

we taught yesterday, 

we rob our children 

of tomorrow.



Ian Jukes

We need to 

prepare students 

for their future 

not our past.



Charles Leadbeater

An education system 

designed to impart a fixed 

body of knowledge and 

skills from the top down 

seems hopelessly slow, 

controlled and cumbersome 

for a world in which 

information is emerging the 

whole time on the Web.



Alan November

The real problem is not adding 

technology to the current 

organization of the classroom, 

but changing the culture of 

teaching and learning.



Focus ����

We now narrow our vision to 

the classroom …



The problem is ... that the factory model is 

our ‘default’ setting



(bells & cells model)

was for a different era: 

the industrial age

uses an agrarian age 

calendar: summer 

harvesting 

uses disciplines thought 

up in the middle ages

has the assumption that 

most learning is auditory



The factory model has 2 very 

risky assumptions:



1. That all students learn 

best by listening



2. That just using a 

computer is 

21st century learning



Inherited ‘factory-style’ paradigm

1. Separate rooms

- Each room replicates standard pattern

- Supplemented by specialist rooms

2. Separate and separated teachers

3. Separated class groups

4. Timetable and organisation - ‘production’ 

periods

5. Furniture arrangement –

desks & chairs; rows & (sometimes) groups

6. Pedagogy - teacher centric instruction



Inherited ‘factory-style’ 

paradigm

Some Assumptions Risks

Separate rooms

Each room replicates 

standard pattern

Specialist rooms

There is a standard 

room size based on 

square metres per 

student

Students don’t need 

to move around

Students learn best by 

focusing on one 

instructional position

Students learn best 

when placed in 

standardized learning 

environments

Timetabling linked to a 

defined number of 

rooms

Heightened emotions due to 

‘pressure cooker’ context

Emerging problems hidden 

within separated rooms

Students will gain negative 

assumptions about ‘classrooms’ 

before even starting work

Teachers will choose the same 

repeated teaching position every 

lesson

A default teaching practice 

develops for each teacher



Inherited ‘factory-

style’ paradigm

Some Assumptions Risks

Separate and 

separated teachers

� The optimal environment for 

learning occurs within a one 

teacher – one classroom 

model

� Teachers perform best when 

separated from others and 

made accountable for a 

defined group

� Teachers work best as 

autonomous instructors

� All teachers can relate to all 

assigned students and vice 

versa

� Additional support can be 

assigned for problematic 

learners

� Teachers have to carry the 

sole responsibility for 

students with high learning 

or behavioural needs

� Teachers carry high burden 

of sole responsibility

� Teachers lose capacity to 

learn from each other

� Teachers become isolated 

from colleagues

� Problems become 

intensified in concentrated 

environment



Inherited ‘factory-

style’ paradigm

Some Assumptions Risks

Separated class 

groups

� Grades are best managed by 

dividing them up into 

smaller size-averaged 

groups;

� Students can relate best to 

one specified person

� Assumptions that one size 

fits all is always correct

� Relational difficulties 

become heightened and 

intensified



Inherited ‘factory-style’ 

paradigm

Some Assumptions Risks

Timetable and organisation 

- ‘production’ periods

� Tasks are best 

completed in short, 

structured 

timeslots;

� Students learn best 

when their day is 

structured into 

multiple short 

periods with new 

content being 

delivered each 

period

� One size fits all might not 

work

� One learning style (explicit 

instruction) will not work for 

all

� Learning becomes 

compartmentalised and 

problem solving is restricted 

due to mono-disciplinary 

thinking



Inherited ‘factory-style’ 

paradigm

Some Assumptions Risks

Furniture arrangement –

desks & chairs

� Students need a 

defined desk space 

as their primary 

point of productive 

activity

� Students learn best 

with their own 

desk and chair

� Students can be 

more easily 

controlled when 

seated in teacher-

directed plans

� Students sit in rows 

as they will focus 

when organised in 

time-tested 

patterns

� Students will transfer 

negative experiences from 

one classroom to another due 

to stereotyped understanding 

of classrooms as being about 

desks, chairs, teacher-defined 

patterns

� Stereotyped behavioural 

patterns readily emerge

� Students can gain perceptions 

of being constrained



Inherited ‘factory-style’ 

paradigm

Some Assumptions Risks

Pedagogy - teacher centric 

instruction

� A teacher’s role is 

to impart their 

knowledge

� All students can 

absorb knowledge 

and important 

content in this 

manner

� Students wait for 

each lesson to start 

with a ‘new topic’

� The optimal 

environment for 

learning is created 

by dividing topics 

up into smaller 

pieces

� Teachers might have limited 

capacity, understanding or 

knowledge

� Student outcomes can easily 

become linked to the capacity 

of the teacher

� Narrow focus on content, task 

and answers

� Teachers create an embedded 

default teaching & learning 

structure, often teaching 

from the same position every 

lesson

� Some students will not cope 

with being managed or just 

one person with whom to 

relate



Focus ����

How will we equip and 

structure our classrooms?



‘21st century learning’

Learning that is:

• engaging

• contextual

• independent

• inquiry-based

• linked to global trends



Learning that involves:

• multiple intelligences

• deep thinking

• community 

• problem solving

• collaboration

• 21st Century skills

(see www.p21.org) 



P21.org



But by 2025 we will be ¼ of the 

way through this century. 

When will you start to change?



Focus ����

What are some essential 

features of a re-imagined 

learning environment? 



SCIL Learning Community Model 2011 

(not 2025)



SCIL Learning Community Model 
1. Multiple learning spaces suited to specific 

activities

- Space linked to context: campfires, 

watering-holes, caves, mountaintops 

- Different technologies in different spaces

2. Collaborative teams

3. Larger cohorts organised into context or topic 

or task relevant groupings

4. Students have access to a team of educators

5. Learning sessions in blocks

6. Diverse furniture in different contexts

- Flexible furniture configurations

- Furniture can be readily adapted

9. Student-centred inquiry based learning



Inherited ‘factory-style’ paradigm Learning Community model
Separate rooms

Defined number of rooms

Each room replicates standard pattern

Specialist rooms

Multiple learning spaces suited to specific activities

Space linked to context:

campfires, watering-holes, caves, mountaintops 

Different technologies in different spaces: multimedia 

enhanced; multimodal

Separate and separated teachers Collaborative teams; teamed teachers; mentor teachers

Separated class groups Larger cohorts organised into context / topic / task 

relevant groupings

Students have access to a team of educators

Days broken into ‘production’ periods Learning sessions in blocks

Desks and chairs Diverse furniture in different contexts

Rows Flexible furniture configurations

Groups of desks ‘Watering holes’ - working together

Teacher centric instruction Student-centred inquiry based learning

Each lesson starts with a ‘new topic’ Learning experiences selected to match content / task



Learning Community model Benefits

� Multiple learning spaces suited 

to specific activities

� Space linked to context:

� campfires, watering-holes, 

caves, mountaintops 

� Different technologies in 

different spaces

� No assumed one size fits all

� Choice in space for both the teacher and 

learner

� Learning spaces become relational spaces

� Teachers consider spatial arrangements when 

planning learning sessions

� Increased number of spaces for learning due to 

less defined boundaries as to what constitutes 

a learning space

� Learners benefit from variety

� Teachers more readily break from the default 

model

� More spaces available for learning

� Diversity brings interest and choice

� Greater choice increases greater engagement 

into learning

� Student assumptions about learning spaces 

more positive



Learning Community model Benefits

� Collaborative teams;

teamed teachers; 

mentor teachers 

� Students are no longer dependent on 

the relationship with just one teacher

� Teachers can learn from each other

� Problem solving can occur naturally

� Individual teachers can bring different 

strengths to a team

� Students not restricted to one teacher 

– one style 

� Strength in numbers

� Mentor oversight



Learning Community model Benefits

� Larger cohorts 

organised into context 

/ topic / task relevant 

groupings

� Students have access to 

a team of educators

� Freed from assumptions that every 

learning session needs to be the 

same

� Students can engage with a variety 

of role models 



Learning Community model Benefits

Learning sessions in 

blocks

� Learning can become a more 

cohesive process

� Time is created for technology to 

have a greater impact on learning 

process

� Replicates real life contexts more 

readily



Learning Community model Benefits

� Diverse furniture 

in different 

contexts

� Flexible furniture 

configurations

� Furniture can be 

readily adapted

� Teachers and students have 

more choice to match 

furniture and space to 

context

� Kinaesthetic students will 

appreciate opportunities to 

move

� Flexible furniture can be 

instantly reconfigured to 

match context

� Students appreciate a 

creative environment



Learning Community model Benefits

� Student-centred inquiry 

based learning

� Learning experiences 

selected to match 

content & task

� Students can commence 

where they left off and 

are ready for new 

topics or activities 

when introduced

� Constructivist approach

� Places emphasis on to students to 

become independent in learning 

habits

� Requires teachers to consider best 

approach for specific components 

of a course

� Enables teachers to be more 

creative in approach e.g. 

‘flipping’ lessons; blended online 

learning

� Inquiry-based approach has 

potential for higher engagement 

into learning

� Greater potential for 

differentiated & personalised 

learning

� Learning experiences can be made 

more relevant to content



Ultimately   

you have to 

commit to one 

model or the 

other



The story of SCIL
founded 2005

r & i located within a school



SCIL:

Embedding research and 

innovation into everyday 

school practice



SCIL in summary:

= people + pedagogy + 

programs + places



SCIL = always asking questions

‘do, then think’

what are the best ways to move a 

whole school to a 21st century 

learning model?

new roles



Some current SCIL programs:

‘Tomorrow’s School Today’ (Stage 3)

Open Sim; Second Life islands

http://hsconline.nsw.edu.au

Online distance learning

Real Audience project

The Quest (Stage 4)    

Virtual classroom 

Spaces to Learn



[Spaces to Learn]

What if areas for 

learning were 

created around a 

different paradigm 

that took note of 

multiple 

intelligences & 

learning styles?



What if rooming 

became a daily 

choice of carefully 

designed, diverse 

zones - filled with 

‘campfires’, 

‘watering holes’, 

‘caves’ & 

mountaintops?



Spaces to Learn

[some inspiration 

from Denmark]





Spaces to Learn

[some inspiration 

from the UK]





Spaces to Learn

[some inspiration 

from Iceland]





Spaces to Learn

[some inspiration 

from the US]





Spaces to Learn

[some inspiration 

from business]





All learning 
spaces are 

being 
transformed



terminology

routines

expectations

perceptions

technology

organization

times



the whole daily 

experience



The SCIL Building

9 connected spaces

diverse furniture

wifi, multimodal & 

multimedia enhanced



The Zone (2011) - ‘Tomorrow’s School Today’

7 connected spaces - diverse furniture

wifi - multimodal - multimedia enhanced



Project Barcelona





What would happen if you 

superimposed a built structure 

over an established 

traditional school in order to 

build a 21st century learning 

community model?















Spaces to Learn

[some inspiration 

from SCIL]











What could be? 





Spaces to Learn

[Tomorrow’s 

School Today]













What could be? 

campfires













What could be? 

watering holes 







What could be? 



What could be? 

caves













What could be? 

Mountaintops
play it

publish it

present it





www.realaudienceproject.com





What’s my preferred model?
Christ

confident

deep learning

experience-infused

evolving & energetic

blended – hybrid model

collaborative & authentic

niche & personalized markets

curriculum treated creatively

inquiry-based, student-centred









What will the 21st

century school look like 

in its management 

structures?



match function to vision

Director of Innovation

Director of 21st Century Pedagogy

Director of Senior Years Paradigm Shift in 2011

Assistant Principal PD

Assistant Principal Student Care

Director of Online School Development

Director of Teacher Mentoring



Mission

excellence in education 

Christianity in action 

Vision

exceed all 
expectations

Hope

in Christ alone





Looking for some great resources in 

connection with 21st century skills?

• http://p21.org

• 21st Century Skills 

(Trilling & Fadel)

• The Language of School Design

(Nair, Fielding, Lackney)

• The Third Teacher 

(OWP/P Architects)



Blog        http://imaginelearning.tumblr.com



sharris@scil.nsw.edu.au

@scil @stephen_h



Come and visit ☺☺☺☺


